HAPPY BIRTHDAY

3/4 123 12 (slow count)

Key of F

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of C

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

(pause)

Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of G

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

(pause)

Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of D

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

(pause)

Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of A

Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

(pause)

Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.
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Key of F:

F        C7          F
Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

F7       Bb          F       C7          F
Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of C:

C        G7          C
Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

C7       F            C       G7          C
Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of G:

G        D7          G
Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

G7       C            G       D7          G
Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of D:

D        A7          D
Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

D7       G            D       A7          D
Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.

Key of A:

A        E7          A
Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,

A7       D            A       E7          A
Happy Birthday, dear Blankety Blank, Happy Birthday to you.